
IVORY ERA

WOOD ERA
As the game changed, billiard balls struggled to. During the
early ages of the game, billiard balls were made out of wood.
Wood was inexpensive to produce and so became
manufacturers choice. Wooden balls would often chip and
were not always perfect in weight. This made for very
inconsistent games as you could imagine.

During the 16th & 17th century, European nations started to
colonise other continents mainly Asia and Africa. The beauty

and traits of Ivory became apparent and immediately became
highly sought after and was utilised in making various

products including pool balls. Since only 8 balls could only be
made per elephant adult, Ivory balls were more exclusive.

Harvesting ivory from elephants was clearly not a sustainable
option leaving manufacturers looking for an alternative.

TIME TO THINK
In 1869, Phelan and Collender, a pool table making company
decided to offer a reward of $10,000 to anyone who could
invent a billiard ball that did not use ivory. An Inventor named
John Wesley Hyatt took on the challenge and combined
camphor, nitrocellulose and alcohol to invent the first ever
plastic which he called Celluloid. The game of pool made it
possible for plastic to be discovered.

A NEW KIND OF
BILLIARD BALL

The Invention of celluloid slowly progressed over the years but
it was a poor substitute to ivory. Nitocellulose, one of the main

compounds of celluloid was not very stable and would
occasionally lead to billiard ball exploding on impact. Add to

that, the material was also flammable making a game of pool
just tiny bit more exciting.

NEVER LOOKED
BACK
Although not viable, celluloid balls inspired manufacturers to
make new plastics and by 1907 Leo Baekeland invented a new
petroleum based plastic called Bakelite which was perfect for
billiard balls. They were more durable, much cheaper and easily
moulded and best of all didn't explode. Today majority of pool
and snooker balls are manufactured under high pressure using
phenolic resin which is a thermosetting plastic creating
consistent balls that will last up to 40 years or 400, 000 impacts.

THE BEGINING
Billiard Games originate from Europe dating as far as the
1300's where it was mainly played as an outdoor game very
similar to modern day croquet. A 100 years later, King Louis XI
of France was recorded having the first Indoor billiard table.
There was a wooden table with a green cloth on top of it to
symbolise grass essentially playing croquet on a table. 


